Day In My Life

Summary
In a paragraph summarize what you DID for the project.

Font
(screenshot embedded from Flickr)

Color Palette
(screenshot embedded from Flickr)

Pie Chart
(screenshot embedded from Flickr)

Script
(copy and paste from writing program)

Audio Editing
(screenshot embedded from Flickr)

Storyboard
(scan of your paper embedded from Flickr)

Video Editing
(screenshot of iMovie)

The Documentary
(embed from YouTube)

What I Learned
In a paragraph EXPLAIN what you learned about documentary workflow.
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(screenshot embedded from Flickr)

Color Palette
(screenshot embedded from Flickr)

Pie Chart
(screenshot embedded from Flickr)

Script
(copy and paste from writing program)

Audio Editing
(screenshot embedded from Flickr)

Storyboard
(scan of your paper embedded from Flickr)

Video Editing
(screenshot of iMovie)

The Documentary
(embed from YouTube)

What I Learned
In a paragraph EXPLAIN what you learned about documentary workflow.
# Day in My Life Documentary

**NAME** __________________________  **PERIOD** 1 2 3 4 5 6

- [ ] Title blog post *A Day in My Life*
- [ ] Use Section Headings in blog post
- [ ] **Summary**
  - [ ] EXPLAIN what you **DID** for the project
- [ ] **Font**
  - [ ] Embed screenshot from Flickr
- [ ] **Color Palette**
  - [ ] Embed screenshot from Flickr
- [ ] **Pie Chart**
  - [ ] Embed screenshot from Flickr
- [ ] **Script**
  - [ ] *Copy and paste* from writing program
- [ ] **Audio Editing**
  - [ ] Embed Audacity screenshot from Flickr
  - [ ] *Audio* flows smoothly; no gaps or errors
- [ ] **Storyboard**
  - [ ] Scan & embed screenshot from Flickr
- [ ] **Video Editing**
  - [ ] Embed iMovie screenshot from Flickr
- [ ] **The Documentary**
  - [ ] Embed unlisted video from YouTube
- [ ] **What I Learned & Problems I Solved**
  - [ ] EXPLAIN the most important things **you learned**
  - [ ] EXPLAIN how you **solved a problem**
  - [ ] LINK to a tutorial you followed

- [ ] Use proper grammar, (uppercase ‘I’, iMovie, Google, etc.)

**Design Theme Unity:** audio, images, color, & font work together
- [ ] 1 - Not Complex, some of the basic design elements
- [ ] 2 - Moderate design complexity, attempt at theme
- [ ] 3 - Complex, all design theme elements make sense
- [ ] 4 - Very Complex, design is unique & memorable

Comments __________________________________________

Reviewer’s Name ___________________  20 POINTS TOTAL ___
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